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Abstract 
Future mines are automated and highly productive, applying fleet of expensive, complex and 
high-technology machinery. Considering the high production rate, and high level of safety, the 
maintenance operation has to satisfy many new requirements targeting the high level of 
resilience, minimum costs and energy consumption in whole mine production process. 
Maintenance of mining machinery as a service provider action consists of several internal 
processes, which are associated by uncertainties, unwanted side-effects, time and resource 
wastes. To reduce the waste of resources and efforts, the behavior of maintenance process must 
be predicted as accurately as possible to meet just-in-time (JIT) delivery with accepted level of 
quality. The lean thinking can efficiently reduce or eliminate the mentioned wastes and losses 
from the maintenance process of mine. This paper tries to focus on implementation issues, 
challenges and advantages of lean philosophy application in maintenance management of 
machinery in current and future advanced mines. For this purpose, the elements of lean 
maintenance are discussed and analyzed in details. Thus, the practical roadmap and its 
requirements for implementing the lean concept are presented and discussed.  
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, large mining companies have to invest in managerial methods and technologies in 
order to enhance its competitiveness in global market. Maintenance is one of the critical issues 
within the management activities in mines. Therefore, selection and implementation of the best 
maintenance system can help the mining companies from viewpoints of cost, time and energy.  
Maintenance is defined as entire technical actions, which is taken to protect or preserve a part 
so that it can realize the necessary functions within the desired life cycle [1]. In other words, 
maintenance includes all activities required to keep an asset at maximum operating condition. 
Maintenance planning refers to the planning of the activities to be carried out to confirm that 
the machinery and workshop systems are working continuously [2]. 
Each maintenance operation is associated with unwanted side effects and wastes. One of the 
main steps for improving the maintenance process is to recognize the types these wastes. An 
effective way to control the unwanted side effects and reduce the wastes is to implement a well-
organized maintenance program and an efficient operational platform. Appropriate 
maintenance can keep machinery at a noble level of functionality and reduce costs. Removal of 
the waste elements is one of the most important bases to obtain the maximum outputs with the 
minimum available inputs and it is exactly refers to what we call it “Lean Maintenance” [3].  
The first step in lean implementation is to identify the waste sources in maintenance process[4]. 
Toyota Company introduces seven major types of wastes in manufacturing and business 
processes as follows [5].  

• Overproduction: producing too much or too soon, resulting in poor flow of information 
or goods and excess inventory. 

• Necessary inventory: excessive storage and delay of information or products, resulting 
in excess inventory and costs, leading to poor customer service. 



• Inappropriate processing: going about work processes using the wrong set of tools, 
procedures or systems, often when a simpler approach may be more effective. 

• Excessive transportation: excessive movement of people, information or goods, 
resulting in wasted time and cost. 

• Waiting: long periods of inactivity for people, information or goods, resulting in poor 
flow and long lead-times. 

• Unnecessary motion: poor workplace organization, resulting in poor ergonomics (e.g., 
excessive bending or stretching and frequently lost items). 

• Reducing the non-value adding activities within maintenance can be accomplished 
through implementing lean practices[6]. 

 
In addition to the mentioned types of wastes, Womack and Jones [7], identified the eight waste 
types which are related to unused employee creativity to improve the processes and practices 
which are out of the discussion of this paper. 
 
2. Lean Maintenance  
The maintenance operation must be considered as a pillar that increases the general performance 
of an enterprise. Lean thinking can be incorporated into maintenance processes through the 
application of their principles and practices, and could be considered as a prerequisite for lean 
manufacturing systems. 
There are many definitions for lean maintenance, however Smith[6, 8] has presented the most 
general one as "proactive maintenance operation employing planned and scheduled 
maintenance activities through total productive maintenance (TPM) practices using 
maintenance strategies developed through application of reliability centered maintenance 
(RCM), decision logic and practiced by empowered (self-directed) action teams". 
Lean maintenance applies maintenance strategies developed through the application of 
reliability cantered maintenance (RCM) decision logic, weekly Kaizen improvement events, 
and autonomous maintenance, together with multi-skilled maintenance technicians. In lean 
maintenance, work orders are generated by a computerized maintenance management system 
(CMMS) or an enterprise asset management (EAM) system. They are supported by a 
distributed, lean maintenance storeroom that provides parts and materials on a just-in-time (JIT) 
basis and are backed by a maintenance and reliability engineering group that performs root 
cause failure analysis (RCFA), failed part analysis, maintenance procedure effectiveness 
analysis, predictive maintenance (PdM) analysis, trending analysis, and analysis of condition 
monitoring results (Figure 1).  
Lean maintenance strategies, which results in reduction in costs and enhancement of production 
quality, is the first step in the overall lean transformation of organizations in which a special 
role is played by "5S" tools. The 5S process is a system to reduce wastes and optimize 
productivity by maintaining an orderly workplace and using visual signs to achieve more 
consistent operational results. The term 5S refers to five steps: sort, set in order, shine, 
standardize, and sustain. 5S programs are usually implemented by small teams working together 
to get materials closer to operations, right at workers’ fingertips. The materials are organized 
and labeled to facilitate operations with the smallest amount of wasted time and materials. 
Followings are the meaning of each "S": 

− Sort: remove all items from the workplace that are not immediately required for the 
work  

− Set in order: set everything you need at the right place, for quick retrieval and storage  
 



 
Figure 1. Lean maintenance concept and its elements [8] 

 
 

− Shine: ensure that the work area clean, free of contaminants, dirt and foreign matter 
unnecessary for the process.  

− Standardize: standardize, import rules, the way of cleaning  
− Sustain: define a way of maintaining order and cleanliness of the workplace and identify 

specific tasks 
 

In total, when the lean maintenance is implemented in an organization or company, the 
maintenance activities and strategies are improved through two special categories of pillars: 
responsiveness of maintenance system and waste removal from whole operation. The details of 
the elements of a comprehensive improvement in maintenance program based on these pillars 
are illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. The details of the elements of a comprehensive improvement in maintenance program 

 
Generally, lean maintenance includes all maintenance-related actions and procedures. The 
methodology starts by mapping the maintenance value stream then locating the wastes sources 
in the maintenance process. This step ends with setting equipment performance. Considering 
the past literatures, there are some essential actions and attempts for applying lean maintenance, 
such as: 

• Continuously eliminate non-value added activities (e.g., waste, rework, defects). 
• Use leadership and standardization to create a lean culture 
• Create an optimized process flow 



 
• Adapt technology to fit people and processes 
• Attempt to perfection through continuous improvement 
• Build a learning organization to achieve lean and continuous improvement [9] 
• Improving quality, increasing safety and reducing costs 
• Focusing on reliability and maintainability engineering 
• Upgrading each operator’s skills 
• Refining preventive and predictive maintenance activities 
• Maintain basic equipment conditions (cleaning, lubrication, bolting). 
• Discover deterioration, mainly through visual inspection and early identification of 

signs of abnormalities during operation [10]. 
• Focus on cost reduction, elimination of waste or non-value added activities. 
• Eco-design and life cycle for evaluating ecological risk and impact [11]. 

In order to achieve the best results of mentioned essential actions, the lean philosophy is built 
on the application of numerous techniques which assist in identifying the existing waste 
solutions and improvement of a production system or maintenance. Followings are some 
established and developed tools and requirements for lean maintenance implementation [12]. 

• Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) 
• Value Chain Mapping 
• 5S 
• Standardized Work Instructions 
• Total Quality Management (TQM)  
• Cause-Effect Diagram 

Selection of an effective maintenance strategy keeps high degree of utilization, reliability, and 
availability of mining machinery, especially in continuous production mines. Additionally, this 
decreases the aggregation of materials, spare parts and equipment 

3. Lean Maintenance in Mining  
The modern-day mining industry is mechanized, automated and capital intensive. Systems 
deployed in today’s projects are expected to be robust and reliable, performing safely at a 
designated performance level most of the time or even around the clock. However, with 
unforeseen events and processes, design deficiencies, or operational and environmental 
stresses, systems are often unable to meet performance goals. Such incipient problems are 
called operational uncertainties and challenges.  
In addition, all mining projects are in close contact with either people or nature (rivers, jungles, 
etc.). In both cases, it is crucial to consider the possible environmental effects of operation. 
Heavy duty machines represent a main source of waste and harmful emissions.  
Maintenance is a key factor in mines from both an environmental and a cost point of view. 
Although it is one of the main pillars for improving the overall performance of an 
organization[13], maintenance can be costly, representing 15 to 70% of the total operation 
cost[14-17]. This is the second largest cost in the operational budget; only energy is greater[18]. 
Maintenance is proportionally more expensive because machinery has become highly 
automated and technologically complex. For example, modern operation systems often depend 
on sensor-driven management systems that provide alerts, alarms, and indicators. This use will 



increase in the future, driving maintenance costs even higher. Generally, maintenance costs are 
proportional to equipment downtime. Increased downtimes are caused by non-value-added 
activities or waste throughout the entire maintenance process.  
In mining, proper maintenance can keep machinery at a good level of functionality and reduce 
emissions (CO2, CH4, etc.), but it can also be a source of pollution in and of itself. The oils and 
acidic liquids used in the maintenance process, the worn-out metallic parts, and the plastic and 
robber waste created by maintenance are all harmful materials. In sum, performing 
environmental-friendly maintenance is a challenge in mining; it should be considered in the 
sustainability evaluation of mines. 
A commonly applied waste material and elimination strategy is “lean thinking” between 
suppliers (machinery manufacturers) and customers (mining companies).  
In the case of maintenance, it is essential to identify the value stream, i.e., all activities required 
to deliver the maintenance service with low waste and high effectiveness. Lean maintenance 
provides a holistic approach to the function of maintenance and offers practical solutions to 
reduce waste in mining.  
The main sources of waste which should be addressed in lean maintenance in mining are as 
follow: 
1. Waiting: machines waiting for receiving service/feed from each other in a operation chain 

(e.g. loaders wait for trucks); 
2. Over-operation: this issue could be either in the form of internal or external factors  
3. Repair or rework: waiting of machinery to get repaired due to large number machinery in 

fleet, long time to repair due to unskilled crew, complex machinery and not organized 
workshops, and non-efficient support and logistics. 

4. Motion: large scale operation, operators’ transportation to working faces, transportation 
time of machines to workshop. 

5. Inventory: keeping either more (capital blocking) or too little inventory (risk of shortage 
when it’s needed) of material on site. 

6. Transportation: beaked/non-continues transportation and low capacity machinery. 
7. Harmful material: lot of solid (metallic, plastic and robbers) and fluid material (used engine 

oils, acidic waters etc.) are created during the maintenance and operation activities which 
are needed to be collected and controlled in construction sites. 
 

Considering the mentioned problems and the sources of possible wastes during the maintenance 
of mining machinery, proposed lean maintenance process for mining machinery is illustrated 
in Figure 3. 
Referring to proposed lean maintenance process for mining machinery, it is possible to study 
the current maintenance condition in mining workshops to clarify how much the process is 
carried out on lean base and how much could be counted as unlean activities. According to field 
studies in five underground and open pit mines, some case studies on lean and unlean 
maintenance are presented in following.  
Figure 4 presents few cases of unlean mine workshop in which many side-materials have been 
left after maintenance irresponsibly. In other hand, in Figure 5, an underground mining 
workshop is shown which completely obeys from lean maintenance strategies. However, a case 
of unlean mine workshop is presented in Figure 6. In Figure 7, the workshop of a large open pit 
mine in presented which the 5S and lean process are successfully applied.  
 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper the philosophy of lean maintenance is reviewed and the main elements of 
implementation of lean maintenance in different industries are generally investigated and 



presented. The proposed lean maintenance process confirms that achieving the total benefits of 
lean maintenance requires a quality enhancement flowchart which should be run all the time 
and the achieved improvement feedbacks should be applied in whole maintenance process 
systematically.  
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Figure 3. Proposed lean maintenance process for mining machinery (adopted from [2]) 

 

 

  
Figure 4. View of unlean outdoor mine workshop 

Right: scraped tires and dirty oil tanks left in mine area, Left: washing loader without suitable ground drainage 
system  

 



 
Figure 5. A view of unlean indoor mine workshop 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Views of lean underground mine workshop 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Views of lean indoor workshop in an open pit mine 

 

Considering the large size of mining machinery fleet in underground or surface mines, the 
implementation of lean maintenance strategies could result in followings benefits:  
• Environmental-friendly maintenance activities  
• Improving the maintenance productivity and operational utility by reducing the downtimes 

and improving the work flow 



In the social point of view, lean maintenance will help the mining companies to manage and 
control the harmful emissions and the distribution of solid and fluid pollutant materials such as 
metallic, plastic or rubber scraped parts in surrounding areas. Using lean concept, as confirmed 
in case study mines, even in harsh environment of mining operation, workshops will look very 
clean and well-organized places to work and it will increase the attractiveness of working in 
mining sites for young and talent people.  
In total, lean maintenance concept could reduce the working and stress load on maintenance 
crew and machinery operators (because of eliminating non-added value works and well-
organizing the task flow) which results in a healthful and happy employees and is so beneficial 
for society and companies.  
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